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Moderato

Piano

In the Sunday papers I see— Pictures of smart—young

None of them as handsome as he,

It would be rapture when
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-round me en-twined,—Like stripes on a barber pole,

On his lips I know I shall find—Kisses to seren my soul.

Burthen Slowly

He is the type,—Oh sisters, he is the type—to drive a

wo-man insane.
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If he but talks—one half as well as he walks,—He'd rattle any girls brain.

He's a big sensation Surely a "wiz"— In imagination

I can be his— Hair is so sleek—just like a sheik—
Should he go a necking homes he will be wrecking.

Snap py and smart—Each little fluttering heart is beating for him alone.

Oh what a job to answer women who mob his telephone.
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Life without him would be just thrown away,

Satisfied he should be, for every day

I love him more and more, He is the type I adore
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SUNNY
(Tom and Boys)

Words by
OTTO HARBACH and
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Music by
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Burthen a tempo

Never comb—your hair Sunny!

Leave the breezes there Sunny! Let your stock-
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